12:03:46 PM from eileen oshea to All Participants:

Previous webinars in this series:
http://infopeople.org/training/digital-preservation-fundamentals-formats and
http://infopeople.org/training/digital-preservation-fundamentals

12:43:30 PM from Nancy Spaid to All Participants:

We have a scanner that produces several different TIFF formats, such as TIF-FRAW and TIFFJPG. I assume some of these have some compression, right? Is it best to scan to TIFFRAW format?

12:43:48 PM from Stanley Strauss to All Panelists:

from Nancy Spaid to All Participants:
We have a scanner that produces several different TIFF formats, such as TIFRAW and TIFFJPG. I assume some of these have some compression, right? Is it best to scan to TIFFRAW format?

12:46:12 PM from Rukshana Singh to All Participants:

Can the Online Archive of California or USC's Digital Library be thought of as trusted digital repositories or are they simple vehicles for user access?

12:49:27 PM from Adrian Turner to All Participants:

The Online Archive of California is not a preservation repository; it is an access system for digital objects and finding aids.

12:52:14 PM from Adrian Turner to All Participants:

As Jake just noted, the CDL does manage a preservation repository service called Merritt; we are working on preparing TRAC-based information for Merritt, so that should be available in the near future (http://www.crl.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/pages/trac_0.pdf)

12:54:16 PM from eileen oshea to All Participants:

As a reminder, the last webinar in this series will take place on March 20, 2012. mark your calendars!